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QUESTION 1

What are the requirements for a business to open a "Shop" on their Fan Page? 

Select 4 that apply. 

A. Sell physical items 

B. Agree with Facebook\\'s merchant terms 

C. Have an ad account 

D. Link to valid bank account 

E. Have a TIN 

Correct Answer: ABDE 

If you have a Facebook business Page, you can add a shop. You can use this section on your Page to list 

products you\\'re selling and connect with more customers on Facebook. 

While any business can have a shop, this feature is best for merchants, retail and eCommerce advertisers. 

We recommend it for businesses selling apparel, beauty, accessories (including bags and luggage), home 

furnishings, and baby or kids products. But other types of businesses can still use a shop to reach more 

people on Facebook. 

Requirements to have a shop 

Your Facebook shop must: 

Sell physical items 

Agree with our Merchant Terms 

Link to a valid bank account 

Have a Tax Identification Number (TIN) 

 

QUESTION 2

Which of the following categories can be blocked on In-Stream Video ads? 

Select 3 that apply. 

A. Dating 

B. Mature 

C. Tragedy and conflict 
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D. Debatable social issues 

E. Gambling 

Correct Answer: BCD 

You can prevent your ad from running next to certain types of content on placements by choosing the 

Exclude Categories option below the Edit Placements section of your Ad Set. 

There are five categories: 

Debatable social issues: Topics related to debated social issues, such as religion, politics, immigration and 

more. Does not apply to Audience Network mobile apps. 

Mature: Topics including violence, firearms, sexual content, profane language, and more. Does not apply 

to Audience Network mobile apps. 

Tragedy and conflict: Topics that contain emotional or physical suffering, such as crime, illness, bullying 

and more. Does not apply to Audience Network mobile apps. 

Dating: Websites and apps that have been categorized as dating. Ads may still appear alongside content 

about relationships and dating. 

Gambling: Websites and apps that have been categorized as gambling, where winners receive money or 

prizes. Ads may still appear on websites or apps where people play games just for fun. 

All five categories can be excluded on Audience Network and Instant Articles, but you can only block the 

categories Mature Tragedy and Conflict , and Debatable Social Issues on In-Stream Video. 

 

QUESTION 3

You client would like to promote a new product with five different posts. You need to set up a campaign with different
ads in order to test five videos for a specific audience. They would like to reach as many people as possible with their
new campaign in order to maximize awareness of the new product launch. 

Your community manager has selected post interaction campaign as the objective and gave each ad set a budget of
$900. 

After a week of running the campaign you see the following results: You still have $4,500 in your campaign budget to
spend over the course of the next two weeks. How do you optimize your campaign? 
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Choose ALL answers that apply. 

A. You turn off Ad #1 

B. You should delete all ad sets and have leave just one. 

C. You should use budget optimization for your campaign. 

D. You should decrease your budget to $3,000 

E. You should switch your campaign objective from post interaction to brand awareness. 

F. You should switch the budget from ad #4 to ad #2. 

G. You should increase the budget from ad #5 

Correct Answer: ABCE 

 

 

QUESTION 4

Your client launched a product two years ago, and it did very well with the young generation. 

As they are getting close to market saturation in this niche market, they are looking for opportunities to expand. A
research showed 1.5 million potential customers with an older audience. 

With this information in mind, they want to know how much it would cost them to reach the new audience, with a
marketing campaign on Facebook for 25 days and a frequency of 4. 

How would you estimate this cost? 

Choose only ONE best answer. 

A. You can build saved audiences and then select them in Power Editor to determine how much it would cost to market
to both audiences. 

B. You could build reach campaigns and estimate how much it would cost you to run the campaigns. 
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C. You could enter the audience into the Campaign Planner and estimate how much it would cost you to run the
campaign. 

D. There is no way of knowing on Facebook how much it would cost to reach both audiences. 

Correct Answer: C 

The only way to truly know the cost of reaching the 1.5 million new potential audiences is through the 

Campaign Planner. 

That is precisely the main objective of the Campaign Planner. You can estimate budget, reach, and 

frequency based on specific numbers. In other words, you can define specific results. 

With the Ads Manager, you will only get estimates, but they will all depend on the performance of the ad. 

With Campaign Planner, you can set the final results on Frequency, Reach, and Budget you need. 

 

QUESTION 5

What is not an action measured through Facebook attribution system? 

Choose only ONE best answer. 

A. Link Clicks 

B. Outbound links 

C. Phone call sales conversion 

D. Mobile app installs 

E. POS purchase conversion 

F. Third party (Google) link click 

Correct Answer: F 

About Actions You Can Measure in Facebook Ads Reporting 

An action is activity that happens on your ad (for example, someone watches your video ad) or as a result 

of your ad (for example, someone views your ad and then downloads an app). 

Actions that occur on your ad include link clicks, outbound clicks, post engagement, video views, and 

more. 

Actions that happen as a result of your ad include website conversions, website leads, mobile app installs, 

mobile app purchases and offline conversions. We attribute these actions to your ad if someone viewed or 

clicked on your ad within a certain period of time, as defined by your attribution window. 
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